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EagleEyeERP
PROVIDES A SOLUTION UNMATCHED IN
COMPARISON TO OTHER PRODUCTS.

IN-DEPTH REPORTING

DUAL USER INTERFACE
available

Accessing individual reports or access history has
never been easier.

We know how hard it can be when there is
too much information displayed on a screen.
The simplified shop interface allows shop floor
employees to quickly identify what task to start,
where their next responsibility is, and when it
was made available to them. Management can
select which specific operations are available per
employee, merging across departments, or they
can access departments they are qualified in as
they move from position to position.

The workcenter allows you a real-time snapshot
of what employees are working on what tasks.
You can view recent history of the completed
tasks, who completed them, an when they were
completed.

EagleEyeERP has multiple
depending on your employee.

views

PRODUCTION VISIBILITY
Knowing what your team is working on and what
is pending is a priority.
Keeping track of your team and what current
operations are being processed is vital to any
production team.
Track all activity in one page
With the “Workcenter” report, you have up-to-date
real-time information on what your team is working
on as well as what is pending and what has been
completed. You can also see what is currently in
progress and how long an employee has been
working on any task.

Timecard Reporting
EagleEyeERP was designed with the goal of a
Single Source of Truth - with that, you can view
employee timecard reports directly within the
system.
Tracking Sales Leads
Viewing and working with sales leads has never
been easier. See their status, hide the leads that
have been completed, and create a curated report
based on what you need now.

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE
Hosted in the cloud, EagleEyeERP is available
anywhere and everywhere you can access the
internet.
Access your systems anywhere, wired or wireless,
on a tablet (8” screen or larger), touchscreen PC,
laptop, or desktop computer. EagleEyeERP was
designed to be always-on and always ready for
production with zero downtime.

Finally an ERP system that is easy to setup, easy to use and requires minimal training. We
designed our software for the real world of cabinetry and closets with real people in mind.
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AUTOMATED SALES CYCLE
Sales leads are no longer lost due to inability to
keep track of them.
With one single report you can see all sales leads
and filter it down to exactly what you want, when
you want it. You can follow up on a lead directly,
log notes and verify that every step has been
completed from a single page.

CUSTOM REPORTING
Custom reports built by you, for you.
Reports customized directly in the reporting tool
allow management, supervisors and staff to review
performance.

. Managed Production Whether Cutting By
Hand Or Cnc Nests.

. Dealer/Customer Portal Module Available

. Simple, Integrated & Automated

. A Tool To Manage Your Company, Not
Another Tool That Has To Be Managed

. Online Access: Wired, Wireless & Remote

TOUCHSCREEN PC, MAC, TABLET
Available as touchscreen for
PC, MAC and Tablet (8” screen or larger).
EagleEyeERP allows you to access and work using
any device that fits your work-style. Most features
are available on mobile phones, however not all
features are guaranteed to function.

. No In-House “It” Professional Required

USER CONTROL
Personalize and curate unique user accounts.
A variety of user levels are provided allowing
complete control over information within the
system. Each user can be granted access to
modules or unique views, based on their role
within the company.
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Easy to use from small to large scale environments
For every size company from a small shop to a
large-scale manufacturing environment, we provide
a solution. No matter the size of your cabinet or
closet business, information is organized and easy
to access. Every step is available from the very first
customer contact to the final invoice.
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